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P2D Platform Release Notes Sprint 33 

If your PC has not been restarted after the software has been deployed, please ensure you do this or refresh 

your browser. 

The following updates have been included in the upcoming release to the P2D platform:  

New dropdown EU to EU Transit EHC - Type of Commodity 

We have added a new multi select dropdown to the EU to EU transit EHC labelled ‘Type of Commodity’. Here 

you will need to indicate all the applicable values that make up your product.  Please ensure that your product 

is up to date with this new field before creating any further traces and if your product is a Composite, then you 

will also need to add the POAO content that applies (Dairy products/Egg Products/Fish Products/Meat 

Products). 
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RAG/OV Status change 

As part of our ongoing development for User experience, we have simplified the way statuses are represented 

on the platform.  For ease of use, both the traditional ‘RAG status’ and the ‘OV status’ are now depicted in one 

column.  As shown in the image below, the first node will show the ‘RAG status’ of the trace and whether all 

data and documents are present.  The second node will show the ‘OV status’ of the trace, with more detail 

present when you hover your cursor over the node. 

 

New free text field in EU to EU Transit EHC - IUUF Catch Certificate 

We have added a new free text field in the EU to EU trace template, this is a variable data field so will need to 

be completed at trace level rather than product level.  We have also included an ‘N/A’ tick box when a Catch 

certificate is not required for the trace. 

 


